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Since it was established in 1998, the Conservancy 
has concentrated on projects centered around the art 
and architecture of Bronxville.  However, within the first
decade of its work in preservation, the Conservancy 
became aware that the interpretation of its vision had not
been as expansive as it should have been in protecting 
the treasures that the community values so greatly.  In
response, the Conservancy, as did other preservation
groups, began to expand its vision to include “whole
place preservation” as a part of safeguarding our village
history.

With this expanded vision in mind, the Conservancy
board determined that a close examination of the land-
scape and visual character of the village would yield 
valuable information with regard to preserving and 
perhaps enhancing our surrounding environment. 
e overarching questions became: Can we learn how to 
protect the best of Bronxville by understanding how the
natural features influenced the shaping of the man-made
landscape? And what stewardship is required to conserve
the best features of the village?

(Continued on page 7)
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Conservancy Members Tour

Mrs. Custer’s
Elizabeth Custer would probably have been very pleased

to see how delighted over 150 Conservancy members were 
to tour her two former village homes on Sunday, April 17th.
With the generosity of the two current owners, and the 
cooperation of Mother Nature, members were treated to a
perfect day for the BHC’s annual house tour.  

Both of her Hilltop houses, designed by architect William
Bates, were built within a few years of each other – 20 Park
Avenue ca.1894 and 6 Chestnut Road in 1902 – and they are
located only a few hundred yards from each other. Although
both display signature features of Bates’ designs – stone and
shingled exteriors with turrets, creatively patterned mullion
windows, and interior ceiling-to-floor decorative details –
they present very differently. 

Her first house, at the crest of the yellow brick road on
Park Avenue, is snuggled on top of and into a hill, facing 
sideways, next to 24 Park, the home of her close childhood
friend, Agnes Bates Wellington. (e friends built and moved
into their two homes at the same time.) Her second home,
between Prescott and lower Park, fronts unobtrusively onto
Chestnut as the cobblestone and tree-lined roadway weaves

down the steep hill.  However, from the property’s side 
entrance on the yellow-brick Park Avenue portion, the large
16-room, four-story, turreted house looms regally over the
hillside, offering wonderful views of the valley in three 
directions.

Elizabeth Custer, the widow of General George Armstrong
Custer, moved to New York City in 1877, a year aer her 
husband’s death, and she began visiting Bronxville a decade
and a half later. Her close Monroe, Michigan childhood
friends (several Bates family siblings), included Sarah Bates
Lawrence and husband William Van Duzer Lawrence. 
ese friends were instrumental in her house purchases and
various involvements in the community over the next three-
and-a-half decades before her death in 1931 at the age of 91.

e 20 Park Avenue house was the first home Mrs.
Custer ever owned. She and the General had discussed plans
for building their dream house, but his early death precluded
that happening. By 1894, she was a well-known author and
lecturer and had accumulated enough means to purchase the
house. One of its distinctive exterior features when built was 
a one-story, octagonal, open-porch tower with a crenellated

by Marilynn Hill
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Hilltop Homes
parapet, reminiscent of the Western forts where the Custers
lived during their marriage. It was later enclosed and a second
story added, so that the turret now corresponds well with an
original two-story hexagonal tower on the opposite side of
the house.  

As Conservancy members toured 20 Park, docents 
explained not only the architectural features of its split-level
first floor, but also showed a collection of photos depicting
Mrs. Custer’s life on the frontier and during the period she
lived in the Park Avenue house. First editions of her books
were also available for viewing, as were contemporary 
articles about her life in Bronxville.

Visitors walked the historic brick roadways to the 
second Custer house on Chestnut – or were able to ride in 
a van generously donated by Eastchester Trip Service.  

Elizabeth Custer named her second village home 
“Laurentia,” in honor of her two good friends, Sarah and
William Lawrence. Aer overseeing its construction, Mrs.
Custer moved into the house in the fall of 1902 in order to
furnish it before leaving for several long tours abroad. During
the over 25 years she owned the house, she oen leased it,
fully furnished, when she traveled extensively or was staying

elsewhere, which included the nearby Hotel Gramatan. 
is second house is considered by many to be William

Bates’ finest of dozens of structures he designed and built in
Bronxville. e home’s very large rooms and special window,
door, ceiling, floor, and fireplace design features, lend them-
selves to gracious living. Two floors were open to viewing. 
Although certain areas have been restored or renovated to 
accommodate a modern family’s life, special features such as
the butler’s pantry dumb waiter and the multi-floor “speaking
tube” apparatus (intercom system) have been preserved in
working order as nostalgic reminders of an earlier century’s
adaptations for household staff. 

Again in the Chestnut home, docents introduced members
to photo and document displays that told of Elizabeth
Custer’s Bronxville life for the three decades aer she built the
house. Visitors were also encouraged to tour nearby streets to
see the exteriors of other homes that had a special connection
to Mrs. Custer’s history.

House tour committee members were Marilynn Hill,
Dale Walker, Erin Saluti, Michelle McBride, Stafford Meyer,
Bill Dowling, and Nancy Vittorini.  
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“History is a spiritual thing,”
said David Eisenhower as he began his presentation at the
17th annual Brendan Gill Lecture, sponsored by the
Bronxville Historical Conservancy.  A near-capacity crowd
attended the event held at Sarah Lawrence College on Friday,
March 13, featuring the grandson of the 34th president of
the United States, Dwight D. Eisenhower.  e annual lecture
is a gi to the community from the Conservancy.

Marilynn Hill, life co-chair of the organization, 
introduced Eisenhower, summarizing his life career and
achievements and noting he is a much admired historian
and educator. Eisenhower spent the next hour affirming
why he and his work are held in such high regard.

At times lighthearted and personal, Eisenhower 
offered entertaining recollections of life with his grandfather.
A chuckle spread through Reisinger Auditorium as he 
revealed that our former president’s name at birth was
David Dwight – but he liked the sound of Dwight better, so
when he went to West Point, he decided to make the switch.

With many opportunities to watch his grandfather work
in the White House, young Eisenhower decided, in July of
1958, that the president’s secretary should type his first short
story, and with all the boldness of a 10-year-old, asked her to
do so. It was called “Janet Stays” and the first copy was sold
to Richard Nixon for 15 cents. Nixon’s thank you note was
addressed to “one of our very favorite authors.”

On a visit to Smith College to see his girlfriend Julie –
now his wife – he introduced himself to the proctor: “Hello,
I’m David Eisenhower and I am here to visit Julie Nixon.”
e proctor replied: “And yeah, I’m Harry Truman.” Julie
Nixon Eisenhower, who was present, joined in the
audience’s laughter.

Although some of his remarks were playful, others
were pointedly serious about his commitment to preserving
history.  “History illuminates. It shows us how we want to
live and be remembered ourselves,” said the man who said
he got his head start at becoming a historian by spending
his boyhood in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.

Going Home to Glory: A Memoir of Life With Dwight D.
Eisenhower, 1961-1969, published in 2010, was the first time
he and his wife, Julie, worked together on a book. e 
book is Eisenhower’s insider’s view of grandparents Ike 
and Mamie as they retired to their farm in Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, where David's father, John, lived with his
family. David Eisenhower was named aer his grandfather
(and his grandfather named the presidential retreat Camp
David aer his grandson.) Eisenhower was also a finalist for
the Pulitzer Prize in history in 1987 for his work, Eisenhower:
At War, 1943-1945, about the Allied leadership during
World War II.

He said of his grandfather: “Eisenhower was not only a
student of history – he understood it, he appreciated it, and
he made it...What Americans did in 1944 truly saved liberty
and democracy in our time.” A standing ovation followed
that emotion-packed comment, along with a champagne
reception where both David and Julie Eisenhower spoke
one-on-one with those attending.

Brendan Gill Lecture featuring

David Eisenhower is a Crowd-Pleasing Success
by Nancy Vittorini
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BHC co-chair Jack Bierwirth introduces David Eisenhower.
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e kudos for the 2015 Gill Lecture continued
throughout the following week with complimentary notes
to BHC Life Chair Marilynn Hill, organizer of the event.
As co-chair Judy Unis noted, “We all enjoyed David
Eisenhower’s talk, given from his completely unique 
vantage point.” Others expressed similar sentiments: 
“A perfect evening from start to finish…” “…such a suc-
cess!” “Congratulations…the lecture was the best ever…”
“my most favorite Brendan Gill occasion….” And from
Marcia Lee:  “anks so much for all the hard work I
know went into making it such a flawless success.”

Mary Turino sent her thanks, too:  “All I can say is that
David Eisenhower's lecture is another bull's eye for the
Bronxville Historical Conservancy!! anks so much to you
and all the hardworking Conservancy group. What a great
addition for Bronxville.”

“ere was something very intimate about the way
David spoke that was really special.” said BHC’s Young 
Families chair and board member, Erin Saluti. “I also 
noticed how complimentary he was toward the Conservancy
and its mission during his talk.  I think that was a stand-out
aspect of the evening,” 

“It seemed that everyone, including the Eisenhowers,
had a wonderful evening,” noted Sarah Lawrence College’s
Debra Finkelstein. Conservancy co-chair Jack Bierwirth

added:  “A great speech is wonderful. When everyone also
has a good time, that's even better.”

A lovely note from David Eisenhower echoed the
evening’s positive vibe: “Everything about the evening
and trip was memorable – it was a true privilege to be 
a part of the program. e Conservancy has a really 
impressive following.”

e Bronxville Historical 
Conservancy continues to seek
paintings by artists who lived and
worked in the village during its
heyday as an artist colony, roughly
1894-1940. e most recent 
addition to its collection is a land-
scape by William Henry Howe
(1846–1929), one of the first
painters to take up residence in
Lawrence Park. Howe lived at 24
Prescott from 1894 until his death
in 1929 and encouraged a number of his artist friends to
join him in the much acclaimed artist colony. 

e Conservancy’s new canvas, titled Evening in the
Pasture, represents one of Howe’s favorite and most 
celebrated subjects: cows. Six contented bovines are set in 
a field as evening approaches, the rising moon peeking
through rosy clouds in the distance. e composition 
conveys an overall sense of peace and tranquility.  

e landscape was executed in 1909, probably in Old
Lyme, Connecticut, where Howe was associated with the
artist colony there founded by Henry Ward Ranger and
under Florence Griswold’s patronage. In this work Howe

seems to have combined both the 
atmospherics of Tonalism and the
light palette of Impressionism adopted
by the Old Lyme artists. is style was
a departure from his earlier academic
and highly structured compositions.

e Bronxville Library houses
two canvases by Howe, White Cow
dated from Christmas, 1896 and 
executed in the village; the other,
Norman Bull, is a veritable “cow 
portrait” and is a copy of a painting 

of the same name that garnered for the artist an Honorable
Mention at the Paris Salon of 1886. A third “Howe cow”
was painted in 1890 while he still worked in Paris and
hangs in e Reformed Church.

e Conservancy purchased the painting from the
Cooley Gallery in Old Lyme, Connecticut, the same gallery
from which Ann Crane’s e Willows was acquired. Evening
in the Pasture hangs in Village Hall’s large meeting room
with the majority of the Conservancy’s collection. 

For more information on the collection, see
http://bronxvillehistoricalconservancy.org/art-collection/

Conservancy Adds a Pastoral Howe Painting to its Extensive Collection

(l. to r.) Marilynn Hill, David Eisenhower, Julie Eisenhower,
BHC Co-chair Jack Bierwirth

by Jayne Warman



Eastchester’s 350th anniversary
celebration culminated at the 
end of 2014 with the publication 
of Out of the Wilderness: 
e Emergence of Eastchester, 

Tuckahoe & Bronxville, NY, 1664 – 2014, the first-ever 
hardcover history of the town and its two villages. 

“is beautiful book was a great holiday gi last 
December, and it continues to sell well,” said Eastchester
Town Clerk Linda Laird, co-chair of the celebration’s 
Steering Committee. “Only about 15% of the books 
published remain, and we expect to sell out in a few
months.” e full color, richly illustrated book can be 
purchased at Womraths, Cornell’s Hardware, Eastchester
Town Hall and Bronxville and Tuckahoe village halls. It 
also can be ordered online at www.eastchester350.org. 

Now, as the Steering Committee winds down its work,
another legacy of the year-long celebration is planned—
the digitization of historic local newspapers making them
searchable by anyone with an Internet connection. Issues of
eight different newspapers covering events in Bronxville,

Eastchester and Tuckahoe, dating from 1902 through 2007,
exist and will be digitized. 

e Steering Committee has earmarked at least $20,000
to the project, an amount that will increase as the remaining
copies of Out of the Wilderness are sold, according to Bob
Riggs, co-chair of the Steering Committee. 

“Our old newspapers were a great source of history for
the 350th book,” said Richard Forliano, Eastchester Town
Historian. “It’s exciting to think how much easier it will be 
to find information for things like the book and the school
projects that the 350th celebration sponsored once we are
able to search the full text of the papers electronically.”

“Local newspapers contain cultural and historical 
information available nowhere else,” said Bronxville Village
Historian Eloise L. Morgan. “ey are invaluable resources
for historical researchers and writers, genealogists, students
doing primary source research projects, and anyone else 
who wants to find out about someone or something in the
past. Digitizing our historic newspapers to make it possible
to easily find that information will be a lasting contribution
to the community.”

Eastchester’s 350th Anniversary Book 
Inspires a Newspaper Digitization Project
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Part of the Conservancy’s mis-
sion is to lend support to 
projects designed to strengthen
and preserve Bronxville’s 
legacies. Nothing accomplishes
that more than the resources that
are preserved in the History Room
at the Bronxville Library. Until 
recently the room had no way to
scan and send historic data, no
way to scan and record new his-
toric artifacts or information, and
no way to even send emails in response to inquiries. anks to a recent 
gi of $10,000 from the Conservancy, these needs have been remedied.

"e History Room’s much-appreciated new Internet connection and
up-to-date equipment funded by the Conservancy will help bring the 
History Room into the 21st century,” said Eloise L. Morgan, Bronxville 
village historian, noting that the new computer and printer/ copier/scanner
will make it easier to respond to the public’s frequent requests for information.
“is upgrade will also allow me and a new volunteer, Ray Geselbracht, 
recently retired from a long career with the National Archives and Records
Administration, to create an online guide describing the Local History’s 
collections. e guide should be helpful for historians, writers and anyone
else interested in the history of the Bronxville area.”

Other History Room News: 
e History Room houses an almost

complete set of Bronxville High School
yearbooks beginning in the 1920s, but
four books are missing: 1961, 1980, 1981,
1982. Anyone who wishes to donate a
missing yearbook to the History Room
may contact Village Historian Eloise 
Morgan, at rcmelm@aol.com or 914-
779-9391. Your contribution will be
much appreciated! e collection is
available to researchers by appointment
with the village historian.

Another recent gi to the History
Room has increased its collection of 
local apartment building floor plans.
Harold Katz, who buys and clears out 
estates, donated a binder of old floor
plans for apartments in Bronxville and
the surrounding area that he found in a
Lawrence Park West home. e binder 
is now available for researchers at the 
History Room by appointment with the
village historian. Local historians are
grateful to Mr. Katz for his thoughtfulness. 

Conservancy Gi to History Room Makes Collection More Accessible



The Young 
Families Committee is
pleased to announce that
on Friday, October 16,
the Ghosts of Bronxville
will make their eagerly
awaited reappearance! The
original Ghosts of Bronxville,
which took place in October of
2013, was met with such enthusiasm
that the committee immediately decided it
should be an on-going event. The level of planning 
required to produce the event, combined with a desire
to keep it “fresh,” drove the decision to offer the event
every two years, rather than annually.  

Co-chairs Erin Saluti, Michelle McBride and
Stafford Meyer report that plans are already in the
works. Although the 2015 event will follow the original
format, the team looks forward to including a few new
twists and turns. According to Erin Saluti: “This year’s
event will introduce some intriguing new characters from
Bronxville’s history, as well as feature the return of some of
the original favorites.”

In case you missed it, e Ghosts of
Bronxville is an authentically spooky, 
progressive candlelight tour where member
families with children ages 6-12 are introduced

to  Bronxville’s most illustrious “ghosts” in their
original historic dwellings. e actors each tell

the story of their life in Bronxville, cleverly weaving
spine-chilling facts throughout the narrative. e 

inaugural event featured cosmetics entrepreneur 
Harriet Hubbard Ayer; the widow, Elizabeth Custer; 
architect William Augustus Bates; artist Will Low and 
Edmund Clarence Stedman, “e Poet of Wall Street.” 
Outside each home, the children participate in various sea-
sonal activities, including Donut on a String, Ghost Bowl-
ing, Pumpkin Toss, Candy Corn Guess and Pin the Beak
on the Owl. In addition to meeting the “ghosts” in their
homes, many wandering spectral figures in historically 
accurate garb are encountered along the route.

Invitations to purchase tickets will be sent via email in
mid-September. e original event sold out within days, so
please mark your calendars  now. is is a members-only
event, but the opportunity to join (providing membership
through year end) will be available at point of purchase.  

e Ghosts of Bronxville
to Reappear this October!

Defining the LANDsCAPEs of Bronxville    (Cont’d from page one)

In order to answer these questions, the Conservancy
funded a project in conjunction with Peter Gisolfi Associates
to investigate the natural features that have determined 
the character of the landscape in the village in order to 
understand how the cultural features have been overlaid
on the natural setting. By mapping the physical geography
of the village, we have been able to produce an analysis of
Bronxville’s natural landscape which includes such things
as its geology, topography, vegetation, hydrology, slopes
and soils. A second series of maps provides an analysis of
the cultural landscape of the village, including patterns 
of development, neighborhood and construction 
chronology, land use and zoning.  

e result is what many feel is an informative and 
visually impressive document which identifies the four
landscape types in the village and the differences between
them.When we understand what currently exists, strategies
can be developed to conserve and enhance the surrounding

environment. For example, with regard to vegetation,
Bronxville was originally native woodland on the hills, 
and the houses were built there under a canopy of trees,
many of which have been lost. is study can be used to
help us develop a community strategy for planting trees to
help restore that canopy. In addition, it devotes an entire
section to suggesting specific native species of trees,
shrubs, plants and flowers that would thrive in various 
settings here, as well as identifying those that are considered
invasive, many of which are now prohibited in New York
State.

is study, entitled Defining the Landscapes of
Bronxville, will be for sale in July and will be available
through the Conservancy and at Village Hall for around
$30.  Please contact Nancy Hand at 337-5304 or email 
billyhand@aol.com with your request if you would like a
copy set aside for you.
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The Bronxville Historical Conservancy was founded in 1998 to further the understanding and appreciation of the history and current life of
the Village of Bronxville, New York.The Conservancy furthers its mission through the presentation of programs, publications, lectures and
special events that foster an awareness of the village’s architectural, artistic and cultural heritage and lends its support for projects designed
to strengthen and preserve those legacies. If you would like to become a member, visit our website www.bronxvillehistoricalconservancy.org
or mail a check for $50 or more to P.O. Box 989, Bronxville, NY 10708.

UPCOMING
EVENTS

Don’t miss this authentically spooky, progressive candlelight tour where member
families with children ages 6-12 are introduced to Bronxville’s most illustrious
“ghosts” in their original historic dwellings.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

Veterans Day event featuring 
Major General Vincent E. Boles, USA (Ret)

Save the Date!
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

Boat trip to Connecticut River Museum, Essex, CT

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16

The Ghosts of Bronxville Return


